
Hilbert and Poinar�e series of Koszul algebrasIstv�an �Agoston1;2, Vlastimil Dlab3, FRSC and Erzs�ebet Luk�as1;4R�esum�e. Cet artile s'agit de quelques r�esultats r�eentes des auteurs en langagedes s�eries de Hilbert et Poinar�e d'une alg�ebre gradu�ee. En partiulier, on montrequ'une alg�ebre gradu�ee Koszul est une alg�ebre quasi-h�er�ehitaire Koszul standarde si etseulement si son alg�ebre (Yoneda) d'extension est une alg�ebre quasi-h�er�editaire Koszulstandarde.Throughout the paper, A = �r�0Ar is a basi positively graded onneted K-algebra, with dimKAr <1 for all r. Unless otherwise stated, we shall also assumethat A is tightly graded. Thus A0 is a �nite dimensional semi-simple algebra andAr � As = Ar+s for all integers r; s � 0. Obviously the (graded) radial of A isradA = �r�1Ar. Let us �x a primitive orthogonal deomposition of the identityelement 1 = e1+e2+ : : :+en so that ei 2 A0 and keep the order e = (e1; e2; : : : ; en)of this omplete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents throughout the paper. Bya graded (right) A-module X we shall always mean a vetor spae X = �r�kXr forsome k 2 ZZ with Xr � As � Xr+s where all Xr are �nite dimensional. The moduleX is said to be generated in degree k if X = Xk � A (i.e. Xk � Ar = Xk+r for everyr � 0). Note that in this ase Xr = 0 for all r < k. A submodule Y of X is saidto be a graded submodule of X if Y = �r�k Yr with Yr = Y \Xr. If both X andY are generated in the same degree k then Y is alled a top submodule of X . IfX = �r�kXr is a graded module generated in degree k, then the graded submoduleradtX = �r�t+kXr is generated in degree t+ k for all t > 0:By a graded morphism f : X ! Y between two graded A-modules we shallunderstand a module homomorphism of degree 0, given by a family of linear mapsfr : Xr ! Yr with obvious ommuting properties. It is easy to see that, for a gradedmorphism f : X ! Y , the morphism Ker f ! X and Y ! Coker f are also graded,and if Y is generated in degree k, so is Cokerf: Every graded module X generatedReeived by the editors June 5, 2001.AMS subjet lassi�ation. Primary 16E10.1 Researh partially supported by Hungarian NFSR grants no. T029525 and T0345302 Part of this researh was done while the author held the Sz�ehenyi Fellowship3 Researh partially supported by NSERC of Canada grant no. A-72574 Part of this researh was done while the author held the Bolyai Researh FellowshipRoyal Soiety of Canada 2001. 1



2 �AGOSTON, DLAB AND LUK�ACSin degree k has a graded projetive over P ! X ! 0, where P is also generatedin degree k.Note that the right regular representation AA and its indeomposable diretsummands P (i) = eiA are graded modules generated in degree 0 and the gradedsubmodules radtAA and radt P (i) in degree t � 1. Similarly, the irreduible A-modules S(i) = P (i)Æ radP (i) are generated in degree 0. Furthermore, let us reallthat the (right) standard module�(i) is the largest quotient of the projetive moduleP (i) with no omposition fators isomorphi to S(j) for j > i. Hene�(i) = eiA=eiA(ei+1 + ei+2 + � � �+ en)Afor 1 � i � n is a graded module generated in degree 0.Definition 1. If X = �r�kXr is a graded right A-module over a (not neessarilytightly) graded algebra A, then the Hilbert vetor of X is de�ned as the vetorHXA (q) = �HX1 (q); : : : ; HXn (q)� 2 ZZ[[q; q�1℄℄n suh thatHXi (q) =Xr�k [Xr : S(i)℄ � qr;where [Xr : S(i)℄ denotes the multipliity of the simple module S(i) in Xr, bothonsidered as A0-modules.Definition 2. For a given ordered system X = (X(1); : : : ; X(m)) of graded A-modules X(j) generated in degree 0, the Hilbert matrix of X, denoted by HXA (q) isthe matrix whose j-th olumn is the Hilbert vetor HX(j)A (q) of X(j). In partiular,HA(q) = HPA (q) stands for the Hilbert matrix of the system P = (P (1); : : : ; P (n)),where P (j) is the j-th indeomposable projetive module. Similarly, H�A (q) is theHilbert matrix orresponding to the system � = (�(1); : : : ;�(n)) of the standardmodules �(j).Let us point out that the above de�ned vetors appear as olumns in theforthoming matrix alulations. Observe that HAopp(q) = W�1A � �HA(q)�T �WA,where WA = (wij) is the diagonal matrix with wii = [EndA S(i) : K℄; we shall usethe symbolWA to denote this matrix throughout the note. Let us also mention thatH�A (q) is an upper triangular matrix. Moreover, HSA(q) = In, the n � n identitymatrix, for the system of simple modules S = (S(1); : : : ; S(n)). Finally, note thatHA(1) is the Cartan matrix of the algebra A.Reall that a �nite dimensional algebra (A; e) (i. e. the algebra A with respetto the given order e of the primitive idempotents ei) is said to be a quasi-hereditaryalgebra if every indeomposable projetive module P (i) has a �ltration whose fatorsare isomorphi to some �(j), j � i, and all standard modules �(i) are Shurian(i. e. the multipliity [�(i) : S(i)℄ = 1 for 1 � i � n). Note that the latter onditionis equivalent to the requirement that the diagonal elements of the Hilbert matrixH�A (q) are all 1.It is well-known that these properties imply the same properties for the orre-sponding (right) projetive, standard and simple A-modules P Æ(i), �Æ(i) and SÆ(i)of the opposite algebra Aopp:



HILBERT AND POINCAR�E SERIES OF KOSZUL ALGEBRAS 3Proposition 1. A �nite dimensional algebra (A; e) is quasi-hereditary if and onlyif HA(q) = H�A (q) � �WA �H�ÆAopp(q) �W�1A �T and detHA(q) = 1;where WA = (wij) is the diagonal matrix with wii = [EndA S(i) : K℄.Proof. The matrix equality ensures that the regular module has a �ltration bystandard modules, while the ondition on the determinant of the Hilbert matrixgives that all standard modules are Shurian. This is a straightforward modi�ationof the well-known numerial haraterization of quasi-hereditary algebras (f. [D℄,Theorem 2.4). utRemark 1. In fat, the above paper shows that the statement is true in a moregeneral form: the algebra (A; e) is standardly strati�ed (i. e. AA has a �Æ-�ltration)if and only if HA(q) = H�A (q) � �WA �H�ÆAopp(q) �W�1A �T :Here, � = ��(1); : : : ;�(n)� is a sequene of the proper standard modules �(i),de�ned as the largest quotient of �(i) with [�(i) : S(i)℄ = 1 (see also [ADL1℄).Remark 2. Proposition 1 also shows that if (A; e) is quasi-hereditary then itsHilbert matrix is the produt of a lower and an upper unitriangular matrix. Sim-ple examples show that this property is far from haraterizing quasi-heredity ofalgebras.Reall that the Yoneda extension algebra A� of the algebra A is the vetorspae �h�0ExthA(Ŝ; Ŝ) together with multipliation given by the Yoneda ompositionof extensions; here, Ŝ = n�i=1S(i): Thus A� has a natural grading given by the degreeof Ext-modules. This grading is tight if and only if the algebra is Koszul. Let usreall that, by de�nition, a graded A-module X , generated in degree k is Koszul ifand only if X has a linear projetive resolution, i. e. in the graded minimal projetiveresolution � � � ! Ph ! � � � ! P1 ! P0 ! X ! 0the projetive modules Ph are generated in degree h + k for eah h � 0. This isequivalent to the fat that all syzygies 
h+1(X) are top submodules of radPh(X).The �nite dimensional algebra A is alled Koszul if all simple modules are Koszul.Thus A is Koszul if and only if, for all 1 � i; j � n;ExthA(S(i)[s℄; S(j)[r℄) 6= 0 implies r � s = h:Here, S(k)[t℄ denotes the graded module S(k), shifted by t.The natural ontravariant funtor Ext�A : mod-A! A�-mod is de�ned byExt�A(X) = �h�0Exth(X; Ŝ) for every X 2 mod-A;where this deomposition provides also a grading of Ext�A(X). Note that the gradedsimple and indeomposable projetive left A�-modules an be obtained as S�Æ(i) =Ext�A(P (i)) and P �Æ(i) = Ext�A(S(i)), respetively.



4 �AGOSTON, DLAB AND LUK�ACSDefinition 3. The Poinar�e vetor PXA (q) of a graded A-module X = �r�0Xr,generated in degree 0 is the vetor PXA (q) = �PX1 (q); : : : ; PXn (q)�, wherePXi (q) =Xh�0(�1)h�ExthA(X; Ŝ) : S�Æ(i)�qh:One may de�ne, as in the ase of Hilbert vetors, the Poinar�e matrix PXA (q) of asystem X of modules.Note that PXA (q) 2 ZZ[[q℄℄ an be de�ned, equivalently, in terms of a minimalprojetive resolution of the A-module X , and that it is a polynomial vetor ifand only if the projetive dimension of X is �nite. Let us observe that PXA (q) =HExt�(X)A�opp (�q). In partiular, PSA(q) = HA�opp(�q) = W�1A � �HA�(�q)�T � WA.For simpliity, we shall denote this matrix by PA(q). Let us note that, again,PAopp(q) =W�1A � �PA(q)�T �WA.We an now formulate the following result.Proposition 2. ([BG℄) The graded A-module X, generated in degree 0 is Koszulif and only if HA(q) � PXA (q) = HXA (q):Proof. Consider a minimal graded projetive resolution� � � ! Ph ! � � � ! P1 ! P0 ! X ! 0of the module X . De�ne the power series vetor (formally) byRXA (q) = �RX1 (q); : : : ; RXn (q)� =Xh�0(�1)h �HtopPhA (q);here topPh is the semisimple graded module Ph= radPh. Note that the r�th om-ponent (Ph)r of Ph is 0 for all r < h. Consequently, eah omponent of HtopPhA (q)is divisible by qh. Using Euler's argument we get easily thatHA(q) � RXA (q) = HP0A (q)�HP1A (q) + � � �+ (�1)hHPhA (q) + � � � = HXA (q):On the other hand, it is lear that PXi (q) = Ph�0[topPh : Si℄ � (�q)h. So one ansee easily that X is Koszul if and only if RXA (q) = PXA (q). Finally, the statementfollows by observing that HA(q) is an invertible matrix, sine HA(0) = In. utCorollary 1. A graded algebra A is Koszul if and only ifHA(q) � PA(q) = In:



HILBERT AND POINCAR�E SERIES OF KOSZUL ALGEBRAS 5Note that HA(q) �RSA(q) = HSA(q) = In. Thus, if gl:dimA <1, then detRSA(q)and detHA(q) belong to ZZ[q℄, and therefore detHA(q) = �1. On the other hand,detHA(0) = 1; hene we obtain the following well-known result.Proposition 3. ([W℄) If the graded algebra A has �nite global dimension, thendetHA(q) = 1, onsequently the Cartan determinant of A is 1. utReall that an algebra (A; e) is said to be standard Koszul if all right and leftstandard modules are Koszul. It is one of the main results of [ADL2℄ that a standardKoszul quasi-hereditary algebra is Koszul. We an reformulate this result in termsof Hilbert and Poinar�e matries in the following way.Theorem 1. ([ADL2℄) Let us assume that for the algebra (A; e) the following on-ditions hold:(i) HA(q) = H�A (q) � �WA �H�ÆAopp(q) �W�1A �T ; and detHA(q) = 1.(ii) HA(q) � P�A (q) = H�A (q) and HAopp(q) � P�ÆAopp(q) = H�ÆAopp(q).Then, HA(q) � PA(q) = In.A simple matrix alulation leads to the following statement.Corollary 2. Let (A; e) be a graded algebra satisfying the onditions (i) and (ii)of Theorem 1. Then the ondition (i) holds also for the Poinar�e matries:PA(q) = P�A (q) � �WA � P�ÆAopp(q) �W�1A �Tand detPA(q) = 1:Proof. Substituting the expressions in (ii) into (i), we getHA(q) = �HA(q) � P�A (q)� � �WA �HAopp(q) � P�ÆAopp(q) �W�1A �T :Rewriting this equality,In = P�A (q) �W�1A � �P�ÆAopp(q)�T �WA �W�1A � �HAopp(q)�T �WA;and thus In = P�A (q) � �WA � P�ÆAopp(q) �W�1A �T �HA(q):By Theorem 1, the inverse of the matrix HA(q) is PA(q). This yields the desiredformula. Clearly detPA(q) = det �HA(q)��1 = 1. utNow we an give an alternative proof of one of the main statements of [ADL2℄.Theorem 2. Let (A; e) be a graded standard Koszul quasi-hereditary algebra. Thenthe extension algebra (A�; f) (with respet to the opposite order of the idempotentsf = (fn; fn�1; : : : ; f1), where fi = idS(i)) is also a standard Koszul quasi-hereditaryalgebra.Proof. In order to identify the standard modules over A�, we need the followingharaterization of standard modules in terms of Hilbert and Poinar�e matries.



6 �AGOSTON, DLAB AND LUK�ACSProposition 4. A system X = (X(1); : : : ; X(n)) of A-modules generated in degree0 is isomorphi to the system of the standard modules � = (�(1); : : : ;�(n)) of(A; e) if and only if the matrix HXA (q) is an upper triangular matrix with HXA (0) =In, while in the matrix PXA (q) � In all elements above and on the main diagonalare divisible by q2. In partiular, if (A; e) is quasi-hereditary, then the matriesH�A (q) and H�ÆAopp(q) are upper unitriangular and the matries P�A (q) and P�ÆAopp(q)are lower unitriangular.Proof. It is lear that the system of standard modules satis�es the given onditions.For the onverse, the fat that the Hilbert matrix of X is upper triangular meansthat X(i) has no omposition fators of index larger than i while the ondition onthe onstant part of the matrix ensures that eah module X(i) is loal. Finally,the last ondition yields Ext1A(X(i); S(j)) = 0 for j � i, implying that X(i) is amaximal quotient of �(i), i. e. X(i) = �(i). The last statement follows from well-known properties of standard modules over quasi-hereditary algebras. utCorollary 3. If (A; e) is a graded standard Koszul quasi-hereditary algebra, thenExt�A ��(i)� = ��Æ(i) and Ext�A ��Æ(i)� = ��(i) are the left and right standardmodules over (A�; f), respetively.Proof. We make use of the following fats. The left A�-module Ext�(X) of a rightgraded Koszul module X over a Koszul algebra A, is Koszul, and furthemore,X �= Ext�(Ext�(X)) if we identify A with the isomorphi algebra A��.Thus, while P�A (q) = HExt�(�)A�opp (�q) is true in general, the Koszul propertyof the standard modules now implies that PExt�(�)A�opp (q) = HExt�(Ext�(�))A�� (�q) =H�A (�q), and the same relations hold for the left standard modules. Thus byProposition 4, we get that Ext�(�Æ(1)); : : : ;Ext�(�Æ(n)) are the right, whileExt�(�(1)); : : : ;Ext�(�(n)) are the left standard modules over (A�; f). utIn order to �nish the proof of Theorem 2, we need only to note that, by ourearlier observation, Corollary 3 implies that the left and right standard modulesover (A�; f) are Koszul. Furthermore, by Corollary 2 and Proposition 1, we getthat (A�; f) is quasi-hereditary. Thus A� is a standard Koszul quasi-hereditaryalgebra, as required. utReferenes[ADL1℄ �Agoston, I., Dlab, V., Luk�as, E., Strati�ed algebras, C.R.Math.Rep.Aad.Si.Canada 20 (1998), 20{25.[ADL2℄ �Agoston, I., Dlab, V., Luk�as, E., Quasi-hereditary extension alge-bras, Algebras and Representation Theory (to appear), 20 pages.[BG℄ Beilinson, A., Ginsburg, V., Mixed ategories, Ext-duality and repre-sentations (results and onjetures), preprint, Mosow, 1986.[D℄ Dlab, V., Quasi-hereditary algebras revisited,An. St. Univ. Ovidius Con-stantza 4 (1996), 43{54.
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